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Technology is awesome. All those geniuses coming up
with amazing new inventions that make our life cooler,
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modern day evolution, let alone fun.
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be safe on a minimal usage level, I would!
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Of course, considering that my app would be the only 3D app, most probably emitting crazy
amounts of invisible radiation, and that all the users would actually just use it on a minimal / safe
level, which I assume is not going to be the case. But can I let a business opportunity go, based on
a “false” assumption lacking any form of statistical evidence…?
If I mentioned, somewhere in the instructions manual of my app, or on some official document
accessible to all who download my app, that my product could be dangerous if used excessively,
possibly cancerous, wouldn’t that be enough? Business is business. Rules are rules. If I don’t say
anything out loud, that doesn’t mean I am lying does it? I am being ethically responsible.
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… “Stop talking about this frustrating subject, what? Now everything kills
us? Is it best to go back to the stone age?”…. Hmmm J Not quiet! But hear
me in on this… because just like you, I dislike this depressing subject.
It is surprising how many people I speak to hate to discuss the dangers of radiation emission from
technologies. I admit, it is not a very comfortable topic and it does take time to sink in. Being born
in the 80’s, it’s inevitable that I became an early Nokia lover (age 14), loyal Blackberry user (gave in
to the device at age 23-26) and am now addicted to my iphone (age 27). I love my laptop, I enjoy
using my ipad and recently, since I started working in the field of dirty electricity and Electrosmog, I
have noticed a change in my lifestyle even though I use all the above-mentioned devices and more.
For example, it is quiet frustrating to be constantly aware of what happens to my blood cells each
time I make a phone call. I automatically picture several images: I imagine the cellphone tower
500m away from the apartment where I spent years studying in. Then my mind wanders off to my
house in Bahrain, where if I would be there right now, I would be surrounded by five cellphone
towers within 200-600m range….
I imagine the invisible yet powerful frequency range of between
800 KHz – 2 GHz pounding in my head, and a bright orange
thermal heating in my cells and side of my face and brain as
the seconds tick away and the phone call extends in minutes.1
I think of all the things I know about the absorption of
microwave radiation or how it acts like light. Meaning we are
exposed to all of this radiation surrounding our house
technically all the time. Gone were the days when I would
switch my phone from one ear to the other ignoring the
discomfort of the warmth on the side of my face, oblivious to
the meaning of that common feeling and therefore continuing
my chatting on the cellphone.
This awareness causes such anxiety at first, and eventually, it
leads to change of lifestyle.
It is only normal that I would try to avoid this anxiety in order to fit in better in the fast moving
wireless world. It is only normal that I would take for granted the safety measures already set, to
unconsciously make myself feel better about using these devices supposedly “safely”. Little do I
know, I could be submitting myself as a slave to a digital world, where my options and choices
without this world are highly limited, and where even my most basic needs cannot be answered
without it. Basically, I am filtering out the truth about the digital world, in order to exist in it better.
But yes, still, I am addicted to my mobile phone. As contradicting as it may be… It is inevitable.
Otherwise, I wouldn’t be as present in my business with all my travelling. However, now it is with
complete awareness. I now set my phone on airplane mode during the night, if I still need my
mobile phone as an alarm clock. I also try to challenge myself to make less calls and send more text
messages, I save serious talks for the next opportunity to see a person face to face instead of make
time to call them through the mobile, I try to keep my phone on silent during work hours to avoid
chatting with all the wonderful people in my life through my phone. And most important, I take note
of all the discomforts I feel the day that I do excessively use my mobile, and I make a vow to use it
less the days following.
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Am I protected? Not at all… Because I cannot help it when someone else exposes me to massive
amounts of radiation. Like when our neighbors decide to agree to the installation of cellphone
towers on their rooftops. Nevertheless, being aware makes a huge difference, and is somewhat
liberating in terms of taking simple effective measures. Therefore, I have increased my precautions
through the products my family and I came to believe in, benefit from and eventually offer.
But that’s not the point. The point is that we adults have our options, our choices, and our opinions
regarding the consequences of everything we use and every way we use it. And we can do as much
as we can to protect our health with those individual and personal decisions that we think benefit
us. For example, I can use an air tube headset to avoid 98% radiation coming in through my head to
avoid the dangers I cause to myself while using a mobile phone. Easy, done, affordable, feasible!

“The antipode of individualism is
collectivism, which subordinates the
individual to the group- a person’s
moral worth is judged by how much
he sacrificed for his group”
– Glenn Woiceshyn
However, more often than not, we do not recognize that we could be negatively affecting others in
our way of individually making choices. We do not realize that the problem is less individualistic and
more collective. Yes, it is a tough world we live in even in terms of making simple small choices, and
we are not alone in it, that’s a given. But when those “others” being affected are kids, who unlike us,
are growing up in completely different environmental surroundings- it’s time to take a pause and
calculate the speed at which technology is taking us.
Our way of taking things for granted with all those smart devices that help us live an easier multi
task life, could sometimes keep us busy from discovering simple facts and ways to live an even
easier, multi task life.

Science vs. The Truth: science does not lie, but it can be interpreted in
ways that hide the truth…
Last week I read an article discussing how if we just learned how to read research
papers, we would not be wasting so much time over debates of environmental issues.
When it comes to the dangers of radiation, everything is right there- in black and
white.
The standards revolving around radiation from such devices and their base stations exist, it is no debatebut all you need to look into is how research has publicly concluded that they are “sound and safe”
standards. And who has funded this research that could have influenced the experimental design and the
interpretations of the study.
Once you start taking notice, you question a lot of issues and facts that at first seem to make your life more
complicated, but then with more discoveries of available easy solutions, more knowledge on this topic
greatly simplifies your life and improves your health. So you don’t have to be an activist, or an angry
environmentalist or anything like that. You can just learn to co-exist in this wireless age better, by first
questioning the available information, and secondly expanding your options to live a healthier safer life.
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An example: The Interphone scam
If you look at major studies
revolved around the link
between mobile phones and
tumors, such as the Interphone
study made by 21 scientists
across 13 countries searching
for feasible evidence between
brain tumor risk and mobile
phone use, you will see that the
studies are extremely flawed!
The interphone study for one
had a:
à selection bias ! Does the
“regular” mobile phone user
make one phone call on their
mobile phone each week, for at
least 6 months? … no!
à the effect of microwave
radiation emitting from cordless
phones was ignored- it could
play a major role in the
development of a brain tumor

à The amount of time that a
brain tumor usually takes to
develop was not taken into
account.
à The possibility of heavy
funding from the wireless
industry usually influence the
results, or at least the
results selected for
publishing, which was in fact
the case! Appendices 1 & 2
were chosen to be excluded
in the press release
publication, those
appendices revealed the
possible carcinogenic effects
of cellphones!
By the way, there is a recent
new Interphone study
published on January 2,
2012, and it more clearly
suggests possible links
between brain tumors and
mobile phones, go figure.

Is it the truth? Or is it
the half-truth?
Learn how to find out if
the results of a study
that interests you have
been manipulated or
not…

Protective measures vs. Science
Dr. Franz Adlkofer, former Executive Director of the VERUM
Foundation for Behavior and Environment, spoke to a Harvard
Law School audience in a lecture titled, “Protection Against
Radiation is in Conflict with Science”. Adlkofer discussed the
difficulties scientists face when presenting research on the
carcinogenic effects of electromagnetic fields emanating from
cellphones. He also discussed the institutional corruption,
which he says obstructs their research:

Dr. Adlkofer suggested that if some
major, large and important studies
were taken into consideration, the
WHO would announce that the
exposure to microwave radiation …..
is “probably” and not “possibly”
carcinogenic1
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“The practices of institutional corruption in the area of wireless
communication are of enormous concern, if one considers the
still uncertain outcome of the ongoing field study with five
billion participants. Based on the unjustified trivializing reports
distributed by the mass media by order and on account of the
wireless communication industry, the general public cannot
understand that its future, wellbeing and health may be at
stake”
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So unless you love reading long scientific studies with
full care about the details of each study, you would not
know about any possible dangers, and your diagnosis
of every symptom you and your child suffer from could
be wrongly diagnosed, and poorly treated …
These valuable simple facts say something. They might
change our way of individualistic thinking and make us
less bitter about discovering faults in something as
useful as a mobile phone, (out of fear that the solution
is too impossible and so discussing it is a hassle) and
in return they can make our life less worrisome and
complicated.
As hard as it is, I will leave the talk about biases in
scientific research on this topic for another time. But
in the meantime, there is one thing I could not wait to
have you consider, one thing worth skipping necessary
introductory detailed boring explanations about
radiation and electrical pollution for…
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…YOUR CHILDREN
We place cordless DECT phones that radiate
24/7 while plugged in even when not in use,
in the same room as a wireless router, in the
same room that has a satellite dish installed
on its’ roof, in the same room faced with a
cellphone tower, in the same room that not
less than 5 or 6 devices are plugged in to
get charged, in the same room where one or
two mobile phones are lying around, in the
same room we have our hi-tech tv, stereo,
maybe even a little mini fridge, in some
cases a fan, and some of us walk around
with a baby monitor clipped to our hips, etc.
So what? So we have to wake up.
Somewhere along the way we forgot the
common knowledge that:
“concern for man and his fate must always form
the chief interest of all technical endeavors.
And to never forget that in the midst of our
equations and diagrams”
6

as Albert Einstein once said. Before it’s too
late, it’s worth knowing simple facts about
collective decisions that we think we are
taking individually to simplify our lives.

There is one decision that is
commonly made to simplify parents’
lives through modern technology,
which is directly related to our
children:
The choice of using wireless baby
monitors.
We use it for protection, but this
technology can possibly do more
harm than protection if you take a
second look at science and consider
the details.
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DIGITAL WIRELESS BABY MONITORS
The Truth About Them
& A Reason to Hesitate Before Falling in
Love With This Wireless Technology
On May 31st, 2011 the World
Health Organization finally
announced that mobile phones
are possibly carcinogenic after
years of debate and
announcements of inconclusive
evidence. This comes to suggest
that DECT cordless phones and
Wireless internet routers, which
operate in an even higher
frequency than mobile phones
(1.8 Ghz – 2.4 Ghz), and on a
more continuous manner, are
also carcinogenic. Microwave
ovens also operate within the
same frequency range!
Even though DECT cordless
phones are not typically used as
much as mobile phones and are
not constantly in close proximity
to the body and head as mobile
phones, they can be just as
dangerous. Unlike mobile
phones, which emit high
radiofrequency radiation only
when in use, cordless DECT
phones and wireless (Wi-Fi)
routers constantly emit
radiofrequency radiation even
when not in use.

Did you know that most baby
monitors operate on DECT
technology? Meaning that these
baby monitors, just like Wi-Fi
routers and DECT cordless
phones, constantly emit
radiofrequency radiation.
Most parents I spoke to feel
very uncomfortable placing a
mobile phone next to their
child’s head while asleep
throughout the night. In some
innate level most of us know
that it’s not safe to do that. But
what we don’t realize is that
other devices even closer to
your child are just as bad as
mobile phones.
If a DECT cordless phone, a WiFi router or a microwave oven
operate at a higher frequency
than a mobile phone, and most
baby monitors use DECT
technology, isn’t placing a baby
monitor next to a baby’s crib
and on your body just like
speaking with your baby on the
mobile phone? Or worse?

If the WHO confirms that
radiofrequency radiation from
Radiofrequency radiation
emission from wireless devices is mobile phones is possibly
cancerous in terms of proximity
not limited to communication
to the body, logically so are Witechnology only. In many of the
Fi routers and DECT cordless
articles we find that warn us
phone in terms of duration of
about the dangers from such
devices, the most crucial wireless exposure, if not intensity. That
means that using baby
device is often excluded, BABY
monitors that use wireless
MONITORS!
technology in the high
frequency range of between 1.8
and 2.4 GHz,

is like having your baby use a
mobile phone! Or even having a
mini cellphone tower antenna in
the same room that your child
sleeps in.
Children are exposed for long
hours to such radiation because
they sleep often especially in
their younger years, up to 16
hours. And unfortunately, the
younger the child, the more
parents appreciate the
dependence on baby monitors as
they complete other tasks around
the house without facing the risk
of neglecting a crying baby.
You must be now wondering,
“but are there no current safe
standards and guidelines that
manufacturers should not
exceed? There ARE aren’t they?
And they are widely known too!

So what’s the fuss?”.

Yes, you are right… there are
current guidelines and a lot of
research has been conducted
before setting them. In fact they
have been set by major
International institutions such as
the ICNIRP (International
Commission on Non-Ionizing
Radiation Protection), and
accepted by the WHO.

Here’s the fuss: most countries
accept those guidelines, however
others strictly refuse them,
setting their own standards
through different science. That
implies a whole lot and it alone
should be a “Fuss-alert”!
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Here are some details as to why even the most trustworthy current safety
guidelines could be skeptical:

International bodies such as the ICNIRP & WHO set and accept standards below the
thermal level, meaning, with those standards, body tissue does not heat up. Most
countries around the world follow such standards known to be set “50 times lower than
the actual level where there is no evidence of any claimed danger to human health”.
Those standards are also set according to continuous microwave frequencies, and not
pulsed microwave frequencies.
Some countries disagree. One example is Russia. The results of the research done in
Russia show distinct dependence between the biological effects of microwaves and the
intensity of the exposure.
The effects proved to be critical on the central nervous system, endocrinal systems,
immunity, etc.1 Therefore, Russia considers pulsed microwave frequencies along with
continuous microwave frequencies when they set standard limits to electromagnetic
frequency.
Russia is not the only country that acknowledges that pulsed microwave frequencies are
more harmful than continuous microwave frequencies. Other countries are Sweden,
Liechtenstein, Finland, Norway and more in Europe. The reasons vary.
One reason is because microwave frequencies disrupt the body’s internal frequency and
the communication between cells, which an undeniable scientific fact. Cells “talk” to
each other, so do organs, tissues, and other organisms in the body- and they do so
through very low electromagnetic frequencies! Therefore, they can be disrupted by
outside frequencies and now is the time to be careful which frequencies disrupt our
natural body function.
Another reason why Russia and other countries perceive pulsed radiation as more
dangerous than continuous waves, is that radiation from pulsed waves could be due to a
higher maximum exposure than the average commonly tested.

8
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It will take some time before we agree to universally accepted and safe-guaranteed
radio frequency safety limits
Many countries, including International bodies such as the
ICNIRP, consider the rate at which radiation is absorbed by
the human body is Specific Absorption Rate (SAR), measured
by unit-mass AVERAGED rate of energy absorption. And each
country’s regulatory authority sets a limit to that.
Contrastingly, in Russia and other mostly Eastern European
countries, a TOTAL power load study is conducted. To be more
detailed, they study the “total flow of energy dropping per unit
of an irradiated surface during irradiation time in hours”, and
the limits are more strictly based on that.

Why are we looking at Russia when most of us who are reading
this are from the Arab world? Because it’s important to have
an overview of who went about and did what in the field of
wireless technology, in order to better understand the pros,
cons and solutions of our current wireless age.

Since the ICNIRP and WHO
measure according to the
average rather than
maximum exposure, other
countries perceive such
measurements and standards
as underestimated.

Look on this website to see various studies and country guidelines that differ from those set by the ICNIRP
and enforced by the WHO: www.bioinitiave.org - the Bio Initiative organization has many renowned
members, offering the newest information on science, public health and environmental policy issues
concentrating on emerging wireless technologies.

Dr. Magda Havas is Associate Professor of Environmental and Resource Studies at Trent University,
where she teaches and does research on the biological effects of environmental contaminants. We in
Maya for Electronics follow her studies and posts religiously as she is not biased at all and always
presents arguments and vast science from both sides of the common question “Are wireless devices
in general dangerous?”
She measured the intensities of both an iphone and a baby monitor and found them to be very
similar. At different distances, both devices are “safely” within the ICNIRP guideline limits, however,
they are above the Russian guidelines which are more strictly set. She found that the maximum
intensity decreased with distance for both devices, and that the safest distance from these devices
is 2 meters away.

A message to parents: Stay Put in the next tough part- the solutions will
be listed soon after J
Because of our body’s natural electromagnetic frequency that resonates with that of the
earth and our surroundings, we are also communication devices, which can be disrupted by
“external” noise. Let’s open our eyes.
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Autism:
Dr. Havas notes that according to the Autism Society of
Canada, currently 1 in 110 children are diagnosed with
autism today compared to 1 in 2000 thirty years ago.

An interesting study highlighted the link between the
introduction of wireless communication technologies
that operates on radio frequencies, such as baby
monitors, to the rise of autism in the public. Here’s an
excerpt of the study:

“Some of the known effects of exposure to radiofrequency radiation include cognitive impairment,
memory deficit, EEF modifications, DNA damage, chromosome aberrations, micronucleus
formation, fetal malformation, increased permeability of the blood-brain barrier, altered cellular
calcium efflux and altered cell proliferation.”1

Dr. Andrew Goldsworthy, an Honorary Lecturer in Biology at Imperial College, London,
has had special interest in the study of biological effects of electromagnetic fields for
over 30 years. He has theorized many concepts and has created and participated in
many studies. He puts it this way:
“Pulsed elec tromag netic radiation removes struc turally-important c alcium ions
from cell membranes and increases their tendency to leak. When this happens in
neurons, it will g enerate spurious action potentials to create a “mental fog ”, which
reduc es a persons ability to perform c omplex functions suc h as driving a c ar. This
is almost c ertainly the explanation for the four-fold increase in the acc ident rate
when driving a c ar while using a mobile phone (even when are using a hands-free
type) .
However, even more serious is that the same mec hanism could induc e autism in
babies. Just after its birth, a child’s brain is essentially a blank canvas and it g oes
throug h an intense period of learning to bec ome aware of the sig nific ance of all its
new sensory inputs, e.g . to recog nize its mother’s face, her expressions and
eventually other people and their relationship to him. If these proc esses are
disrupted by spurious action potentials, they may be hindered, not ac complished in
the allotted time, and the child may then express all the symptoms of autism. 1 ”
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Poor Sleep:
Powerwatch, UK is a small non-profit independent
organization with a central role in the UK
Electromagnetic Field and Microwave Radiation health
debate, working close with government, businesses,
environmental groups and policy makers. They
indicated that children sleep very poorly with DECT
wireless baby monitors.
This is not surprising, a study published on the UK
Sunday Mirror on April 1, 2004 proved that a 2-minute phone call on the mobile phone can
alter a child’s brain function for an hour. So what would DECT technology installed in most
wireless hi-tech baby monitors do, given that it requires higher radio frequencies to
operate?
Cellphones can have up to 2.4Ghz frequency, but some wireless devices can have up to
6GHz frequency! The Stewart Report (2000), which was an Independent Expert Group study
on Mobile Phones taking place in the UK, proved that “children absorb more energy per Kg
of body weight from an external electromagnetic field than do adults. A 5-year old will
absorb around 60% more than an adult.”1
Perhaps your baby crying non-stop could be the high radiation present in your home. Try
switching off all wireless devices in the house such as wireless DECT phones, baby
monitors, security wireless monitors, Wi-Fi routers, etc., and see what happens. You can at
least try doing it during the night.

Erratic Heart-Rate due to Exposure to
Radiation:

digital wireless baby monitors!).

Dr. Magda Havas and her team have conducted a very
interesting study on the exposure to 2.4 GHz DECT
cordless phones and erratic heart rate in adults1
Similar studies have risen in large consultancy
organizations such as www.emfacts.com, with many
comments and discussions surrounding the exposure
effects of 2.4GHz (typically the same frequency used in

Baby monitors consist of two parts. One is the base station usually placed by a child’s
crib, and the other is carried around by the parent or guardian, usually clipped on pants
or shirts by the hip or heart areas. There are extensive studies showing that carrying a
mobile phone in such areas causes symptoms such as abdominal pain, headaches,
infertility and problems in reproductive organs- so what does it mean if DECT technology
operates in an even higher frequency than mobile phones do, and are transmitting and
receiving signals the whole time as opposed to only when in use?
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Some interesting bits of info…
World War 2 Weapons are Now Our
Favorite Toys:
Dr. Havas Says: "What you need to know is
that our federal guidelines are based on a
thermal (heating) effect. If the radiation
doesn't heat your body it is assumed to be
safe. This is NOT true. We now have plenty of
scientific evidence showing that we have
adverse biological and health effects at levels
well below the thermal guidelines.
Microwave radiation was used for the first
time during the 2nd world war as radar,
locating enemy aircrafts. We are now using
the same frequencies to heat our food (microwave ovens), to make phone calls (cell
phones and cordless phones), to listen to our babies (wireless baby monitors), to
connect to the internet (WiFi and wireless routers), to submit our electricity usage
(smart meters), to protect our homes (wireless monitors) . . .

Baby Monitors and Invasion of
Privacy!
Just to rev things up a bit more, did you
know that baby monitors can be a means
to invasion of privacy? Some baby monitors
provide two-way communication so they
can speak back to the baby, like a
Walkman. There is also the option of
providing music for the child. DECT and/or
digital wireless baby monitors have a
resistance to interference and a range of
up to 300m! Therefore, some type of
receiver outside of the house within 300m
range, such as a Walkman, or even another
baby monitor, can pick up analogue audio
transmissions from within the house as
long as the baby monitor is switched on.
That presents a big risk to privacy!
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The Swiss Government recommends low emission (voiceactivated) baby monitors:
“The baby unit, in the infant’s room, is a transmitter (producing
emissions) continuously, but only when a certain sound level – set by
the user – is reached in the nursery (e.g. voice activation)….
…Emissions from two systems with different transmitting powers were
measured…. They were both found to decline very rapidly as the
distance from the device increases, and to lie consistently below the
recommended limit.

At a distance of 20cm, emissions from:
-

Less powerful device (for e.g. voice-activated baby monitors) were 28 times lower than
recommended limit
More powerful device (for e.g. DECT baby monitors) were 3 times lower than recommended limit

At a distance of 1m:
-

Less powerful device (for e.g. voice-activated baby monitors) were 93 times lower than
recommended limit
More powerful device (for e.g. DECT baby monitors) were 9 times lower than recommended limit.

… On the basis of the available findings, emissions from systems of this kind (voice-activated) are not
expected to pose any hazard. It is, however, advisable to reduce the infant’s exposure to emissions as far
as possible…”1
The limits referred to above are the limits set by the ICNIRP, which, again, are not taken for granted by
many other countries for reasons mentioned earlier.

References to SAFE voice-activated baby monitors you can buy today!
Switzerland recommends “Blue Angel” baby monitors, which have low emission and
are safe for the environment in terms of both radiofrequency and electromagnetic
field radiation. You can find them on www.blauer-engel.de
The “Babyfon” baby monitor BM 440 ECO Plus is a world premier! It is new with no
electric and magnetic field radiation & 95% less radio frequency radiation. You can
find it on www.babyfon.com
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You Are The First Step to a Solution For Everything!
1. Place the baby monitor at least 2 meters away from the crib and a meter
away from your body (as a parent)
2. Use low-emission voice-activated baby monitors as opposed to DECT
technology baby monitors. They transmit sound (hence, microwave radiation) only
when it senses a sound from the baby, and not continuously like DECT wireless
baby monitors, and therefore reducing exposure of both the parent and the baby.
Note that not all voice-activated baby monitors are safe!
3. Remember that since baby monitors operate on the same frequency as mobile
phones and higher, and since there is an advisory warning about possible
carcinogenic effects of mobile phones to be provided with each mobile phone, then
baby monitors should be treated with the same caution!
4. Consider covering the baby’s crib with a protective shield against
microwave radiation from mobile phones, wireless routers, baby monitors, cell
phone towers and more. Check out our customized bed canopy options, as well as
floor mats!
5. Measure your baby’s room for both high and low electromagnetic
frequencies. We use a range of meters to do a thorough measurement in your
home, available also for sale! Get a consultation from us for BD. 15 only!
6. Install Stetzer Filters to stabilize the electromagnetic frequency in the wiring of
your home, our next newsletter will be about the effect of the Stetzer Filters for
your health and wellbeing! In the meantime, check our website and follow us on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pages/Maya-forElectronics/158824557502533 & Twitter: @cleanwires
14
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Keep in touch on:
info@mayaforelectronics.com

or
Beisan.alshafei@gmail.com

Follow me on
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Maya-forElectronics/158824557502533

Follow me on Twitter:
@Cleanwires
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DISCLAIMER

The materials and information included in this electronic
newsletter are provided as a service to you and do not
necessarily reflect any endorsement. Maya for Electronics
is not responsible for the accuracy of information provided
from outside sources.

We encourage readers to pass the information along to
colleagues and other interested parties. Please credits this
e-newsletter as a source and include necessary
information.
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